
Our Story – the Most Unique and Interesting Company in the World

Our Company has a strikingly unique background and history.  Its roots, its evolution, its
journey is “one of a kind”.  Everything began with our Founder, Martin Dudziak, realizing that
what  was  needed  in  the  world  of  science,  including  technology,  engineering  and
mathematics (“STEM”) was a special institute that could freely engage in very advanced, far-
reaching,  speculative,  theoretical  research  –  but  to  always  have  that  work  connected,
strongly linked, with practical applications that would benefit the whole of humanity, indeed
the whole of living beings, and the future both on Earth and beyond.

Thus, TETRAD Institute began its life.  However, to maintain such purity and freedom, it
would be necessary to have a sustainable source of sustenance, including capital, and also
proper visibility within the world, and also a strong and sustainable channel for delivering
useful and practical discoveries into the society and its economy.  

Thus,  TETRAD Technologies  (TetraDyn)  was created as a company,  to  do exactly  that.
Over time, many STEM discoveries and inventions, from many sources, not only within the
Institute,  made  their  way  into  the  world  of  governmental  and  private-sector  R&D  and
commercialization.  Gradually, the world environment changed, and indeed dramatically, as
the whole world progressed more deeply into a variety of non-linear dynamical states, very
evident in terms of global climate change, global biological and health change, and within the
economic and political spheres. 

Riding the “rocky roller-coaster” of the first two decades of the 21st Century led TetraDyn into
its  own  transmutations  and  metamorphosis  into  Intelligence  Renaissance  Industries,  the
Company of Today.  In this course of events, those of us who formed the core group, led by
a steadfast captain, “Dr. D”, have learned immensely from the collective accomplishments of
ourselves and many others in the scientific, technical, and business worlds.  Experience has
led us to the strategies and tactics of today which have converged now very well with the
situations, needs, and opportunities of today's world.

We have had our share of difficult  days and challenging experiences,  like any who have
been and are pioneers.  We have seen grave mistakes and made enough ourselves.  We
have experienced rejections, dismissives, brush-offs and simply bad attitudes, usually based
upon ignorance of what  is transpiring and will  evolve in  our world socially,  economically,
medically, environmentally, physically.  We have learned and adapted, and in this process
we have refined what we do and what we offer.

Among our core strategic principles are these:

Accurate, Consistent, Complete, On-Time, Defensible – the “ACCORD” Principle by which
we satisfy every partner, client, customer, sponsor, investor with whatever we do and deliver.

Synthesis, Synergy, Symbiosis, Symmetry – the “S4” Principle: Everything should fit together
and be mutually enabling, advancing, supporting, enhancing, in what we do as a Company,
as a body of people producing and delivering products and services to others
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Balance, Boldness, Bravery – the “B3” Principle: Going forth courageously as pioneers, not
holding  back  or  retreating  in  the  face  of  adversity,  and  being  properly  equipped  with
everything we need to do our work effectively, efficiently, and superbly.

Integrity and Intelligence – the “I2” Principle: Using what we know and our ability to adapt,
adjust and be creative, but always with Total Integrity to  scientific and mathematical logic
and to ethics.

Alpha – the “A1” Principle: Being the “alpha” leader in our relations with all, and having the
maturity, responsibility, discipline, and care that is mandated for anyone in life to truly be an
“alpha” in what they do.

And overall, our motto, which comes from TETRAD Institute and states very precisely what
we aim to do in this world, “Our Story”:

life.empowered.lives.engaged.living.enhanced
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